
Five Oaks Retreat
Borders Mystery Retreat

This quilt is a mystery ..... because you will design it as you go. The quilt starts with a center star set on 

point, followed by 4 pieced borders. You will come to the retreat with your center star and the simple 
units completed. The first day, I'll give instructions for setting your center star on point and the first 
border. I' II demo 3 - 4 different borders using the first unit and you will choose one. Then the next day, 
I' II demo 3 - 4 borders with the second unit and you will choose one ... etc. So as you can tell, the 

possibilities will be endless with no two quilts alike. 

The yardage needed is very vague because there's no way of knowing ahead of time which fabric will be 

used and where. So please be flexible. You may have some units leftover depending on your border choices. 
You may also substitute another block for your center star - 15 - 18" finished. Bring all fabric, tape 

measure and calculator to the retreat plus sewing machine and basic supplies. Email me if you have any 

questions - Winnie Fleming winnief@juno.com 

Fabric Needed: 

LIGHTS : 3 - 5 different fabrics, 1- 11/2 yds of each 
DARKS: 3 - 5 different fabrics, 1 - 11/2 yds of each 
ACCENTS: at least 2 different fabrics, 1 yd of each 

Large Multicolor print to set center star on point - 1 yd 

Additional fabrics may be included. Please have a variety of texture, scale of print, small stripes, etc. 

For my sample, I used whites, blacks and teals for my accent. You might start with a large scale print(to 
be used for the large triangles to set the center block on point), then pull several fabrics for the 

background, several fabrics for the darks and several fabrics for the accent. 

Make 1 CENTER STAR - 15" finished (15 1/2" unf.) 

A - Cut 2 3/8" squares 

B - Cut 2 3/4" squares, cut in half diagonally 

C - Cut 5" squares, cut in half diagonally from both directions 
D - Cut 4 5/8" squares, cut in half diagonally 

E - Cut 3" squares 

F - Cut 3 3/4" squares, cut in half diagonally from both directions 

G - Cut 4" + square (scant larger than 4") 

shading options: 
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